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Earthquake Background in Japan 
 Japan is  

          “ The land of Earthquakes “ 

 The earthquakes frequency (annual average) 

      - in the world 

 over M6.0 : about 152 times 

  - around Japan 

                   over M6.0 about 20 times  

 Earthquake frequency(over M6.0)  
2000 - 2009 

Japan World

20.5% 

1036 



The Huge Nankai Earthquake  
 

 
 

  

 

・ Japanese government concerns about this earthquake 

 

 

Osaka City will be damaged widely 

 

 

 

 

Damaged by Tsunami 

In particular 

 ( the second city in Japan ) 



Prediction of Damage in Osaka City 
・The case of M9.0 scale 

     ‐ Tsunami :  5.5m high in Osaka Bay 

     ‐ Flooding Region : about 16 wards in Osaka City 

 

・Massive damage to  

   -municipal subways 

   -underground shopping centers 

・A lot of stranded people 

 ‐Osaka City 900,000 persons(maximum) 

 ‐Kita Ward(around JR Osaka Station)  

 

 

There is no specific proposals! 

420,000 persons(maximum) 

JR Osaka Station 

Flooding Region 

Osaka City 



Previous studies 
1. ”Study on Developing Simulation Method for Prediction of       
     Evacuation Processes after Earthquake” 

 ⇒Simulating evacuation behavior from a subway station 

                 with five underground levels to the ground 

 

2. ”Development of Tsunami Evacuation Simulation Model  

   to Support Community Planning  

            for Tsunami Disaster Mitigation” 

 ⇒Examining both maintenance  

                 of material aspects and policy 

    

 

   

 



Problems 
・In Osaka City 

 ⇒Is not share a specific control strategy for Tsunami occurrence 

 (between private companies and Osaka City administration) 

            some of reasons 

  －Lack of information(formulate Tsunami evacuation manual) 

  －No try  to share the information 

・Previous studies 

  ⇒Only a few evacuation simulation of the large scale 

A system to inspect how evacuees will behave considering 
various evacuation situations! 
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Outline of proposed System 
・Simulation evacuee’s behavior of people at the time of         
    Tsunami precaution in major cities 

   - target spaces : ground level,  buildings, underground centers 

 

・Purpose :  

 ①Verifying evacuees behavior in the case of huge     
           Tsunami at ground  

 ②Formulating Tsunami refuge buildings 

       ③Verifying evacuees who go out from buildings to take  
                 refuge at underground 

 ④Formulating general method of refuge instruction 

・Set the maximum possible number of accommodated evacuees 
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A target area and Tsunami refuge buildings  

: Tsunami refuge buildings 

     (Ex : Stations 
             Department stores 
        Tower buildings) 

: Goals of refuge 

(Ex : JR Osaka Station 
        Kobe-pronged 
        Midland-pronged) 



Evacuation routes 

: Junctions 

: Evacuation routes 

Method : Dijkstra’s algorithm 



Simulation flow 

We set  the evacuee limit for each Tsunami refuge 
building using a control panel 

The shortest evacuation routes are calculated using 
Dijkstra’s algorithm and saves the data file 

Evacuees start to take refuge at each goal, and this 
simulation continues to run until all evacuees finish 
their journey  

① 

② 

③ 



Walking speed 
・Density and walking speed    
          （John.J.Fruin） 

  𝑉(𝜌)＝1.1𝜌−0.7954 

     V ： Walking speed (m/min)   

 ρ ： Crowd density（person/㎡） 

       

 
  Crowd density 

[person/㎡] 

１ ２ ４ 

Speed 
[m/min] 

66.6 38.1 21.9 

  Congestion factor 

０～１ ２～３ ４～ 

Speed 
[m/min] 

66 38 22 
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Case study 
・The proportion of evacuees who can be accommodated evacuees 
             in each Tsunami refuge building 

                 (5 cases) 

 

      Case  1 :   0% ( converge at JR Osaka Station ) 

      Case 2 :  20% ( diverge in various buildings) 

      Case 3 :  50% 

      Case 4 :  80% 

      Case 5 : 100%  

 

 

 

 



Experimental results 

The predicted time period for Tsunami to hit Osaka City 

(persons) 

The minimum time until completion of refuge 
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・ The time taken to complete refuge becomes shorter as the proportion of evacuees 
    accommodated in the refuge buildings becomes higher.  



Discussion 
・The time calculated by the simulation exceeds the Tsunami  
                                   arrival time 

 

 

・Additional Tsunami refuge buildings  
・An effective instruction method of evacuation  

＜Needs＞ 



Conclusion 
・In case of evacuees converge on three locations 

          (JR Osaka Station, Kobe-pronged, Midland-pronged) 

     

 With more increasing of Tsunami refuge buildings 

            (Stations, Department stores, Tower buildings)  

    

・Enable them to take refuge effectively and quickly     
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Future works 

- Road Conditions 

 (Traffic conditions, Road width, Sidewalk, e.g.) 

⇒The road will be clogged with traffic and they will be difficult  

     to do so freely 

   

- Outflow of persons from buildings 

  (Department stores, Underground shopping centers, e.g.) 

⇒Not dealt with the interaction between people trying  

    to evacuate from and to buildings 

 

  

 



Thank you for your kind attention  
 


